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1 Speedy Way to Love 

Disclaimer 
 
This e-book has been written for information purposes only. Every effort has 
been made to make this e-book as complete and accurate as possible. However, 
there may be mistakes in typography or content. Also, this e-book provides 
information only up to the publishing date. Therefore, this e-book should be 
used as a guide - not as the ultimate source. 
 
The purpose of this e-book is to educate. The author and the publisher does not 
warrant that the information contained in this e-book is fully complete and shall 
not be responsible for any errors or omissions. The author and publisher shall 
have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to 
any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this 
e-book. 
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Foreword 
 
If you're new to where you are living or have been out of the dating lifestyle for 
a while but don't want to dive headlong into the nearest bar, speed dating may 
be a good-time and safe harbor for friendly flirting.  
 
As well, if you're a busy professional who doesn't have adequate free nights to 
spend on seeing if a relationship bears a future, the round-robin approach of 
taking stock of multiple singles thru short chats may save you both time and 
cash. 
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Chapter 1: The Basics Where to Begin 
 
Decide beforehand what you're looking for in the speed dating experience. 
Making new acquaintances to go out with on a couple of casual dates, for 
example, is really a bit different than zealously looking for a soul mate that will 
bear your youngsters. 
 
A Starting Place 
If you're on a speed date, you're bombarded by a gigantic amount of personal 
info inside a very short period of time. This may be a bit overpowering, 
particularly when you're assaying to choose which individual you'd like to see 
again.  
 
As you only have a few minutes, center on the basics -- what the person's life 
feels like, and whether or not he or she's happy with it. In the long run, the 
success or failure of the date will depend upon the little things that the other 
individual does or says -- just like in a conventional dating situation. 
 
Everyone prepares for dates in changed ways; however, the unique structure of 
speed dating requires that you at least have a little idea of your dating 
preferences. Before you go into the sitting, formulate a notion of your likes and 
dislikes.  
 
It might help to build a list -- put down personality quirks that irritate you and 
any likely "deal breakers" -- traits or habits that you'd never wish to find in an 
individual you date. If any of your speed dates exhibit these traits, then you are 
able to speedily eliminate them as feasible companions. 
 
It likewise helps to compose a short mental list of favorable traits, either things 
that you love, or things that you would like to undergo while dating. Remember, 
it never hurts to be a bit adventurous. 
 
Here's how it goes: Interested men and women assemble at a preset spot. While 
the women sit at individual tables, the men go around in 10 minute intervals till 
they've met and talked to each woman in the room. At the finish of the evening, 
you let the event organizer know which individuals you're interested in seeing  
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again, and the organizer gives out contact info. What you choose to do following 
is up to you! 
 
During a speed dating event, too many individuals pretend to be somebody 
they're not in hopes of getting more individuals interested in them, and more 
dates. They might acquire more dates, but they'll be wasting everybody’s time.  
 
Think about it this way: if you wish to find somebody to be with for the long run 
or to go on some dates with, they have to like you for who you are. Communicate 
who you are from the very beginning date, and you'll not only discover 
somebody, you'll discover the correct somebody. 
 
The amusing thing about speed dating is that you only have six to ten minutes 
to decide who you view as dating material! You might as well make the best of 
it and have a couple solid questions organized.  It’s likewise advantageous to 
have answers for these questions at the ready!  Think about the most common 
sorts of questions you're more than likely to be asked and devise a short 
response for each. There's nothing worse than bumbling for words in spot 
where you only have a few minutes to make that all-important initial impression. 
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It's likewise a great idea to prepare a mini "Personal Infomercial" -- A (really) 
short 1 to 2, minute life history about yourself that highlights a few favorable 
aspects of your personality. Have it memorized and ready to blurt at a second’s 
notice! 
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Chapter 2: Decide On What You Want in A Person 
 
If considering your future, what comes to your mind first? Do you envisage it 
clearly? We all wish to meet a soul mate and to have a family and a few of us 
spend a lot of years of our lives looking for the right individual.  
 
So who is this right individual? Our perfect match? First off it's crucial to clarify 
the image of the individual you wish to become your mate.  
 
We all understand that no one is perfect, so it's impossible to find a perfect 
individual though it may be possible to find someone who's perfect for YOU! 
However, in order to do so, you have to understand for yourself what are the 
qualities you're looking for and which qualities your perfect mate ought to 
possess. 
 
The Qualities You Want 
Here is a list of a few the most crucial criteria that you may wish to consider while 
picking out your perfect match.  
 
Personality  
Would you be happy with somebody quiet and shy or chatty and sociable; 
intense and logical or easygoing and mellow? Are you attracted to individuals 
who are serious or amusing? Would you like somebody who's independent and 
strong or somebody who lets you arrive at a decision? Would you prefer 
somebody gentle or somebody who always says what he feels? 
 
Intelligence 
No one wants to end up with somebody who's below them in IQ but you'd likely 
not want to end up with a genius either. Recent studies demonstrate that 
couples do best when they're matched with somebody similar – whether they're 
both genius, average or below average. Simply bear in mind that individuals 
possess not only different degree of intelligence but different sorts as well. So a 
few individuals have incredible memory for fact while other people have a high 
aptitude for languages. 
 
Appearance 
While it would be too foolish to base your feeling heavily on the appearance your  
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individual druthers ought to be considered when defining an image of your 
perfect match. Beauty is really relative notion and what you think about 
beautiful and attractive may not be so by common views. So you ought to rely 
solely on your own preferences and determine a look you'll be pleased with. 
 
Character  
May you live with somebody who lies to you, cheats on you, who's absolutely 
unreliable? How crucial is it for you that your mate never steals, lies or acts 
without showing responsibility? These main traits of character as well as a lot of 
others are something that needs to be considered when picking out a mate. 
 
Religious beliefs  
Perhaps not even only faiths but spirituality. Since spirituality refers to inner faith 
and beliefs that run deep. If you're spiritual on a different level for instance one  
 
of you is a believer and the other one in an atheist it may cause a few 
irreconcilable differences later in the relationship. Likewise, if you belong to 
different religions that may cause a few issues as well. So this is absolutely 
something you have to consider when picking out a mate. 
 
Ambition  
It’s exceedingly crucial for two partners who plan to build a happy future 
together to have the same level of ambitiousness otherwise with time none of 
them will be pleased. It's ok if both partners wish to be carefree as long as 
they're in agreement. If partners have different levels of interior drive, it may 
cause conflict and frustration. However, if their level of ambition is similar then 
it may bond them together as they strive to accomplish their goals. 
 
Chemistry  
It’s something unexplainable that makes individuals wish to be together, look  
into each other’s eyes, fall in love. It's hard to explain how it works but you surely 
can feel if it's there or not. 
 
Parenting  
Is it crucial for you to have babies? If it is then it's imperative for a happy stable 
relationship that your mate has a like goal and if your views on children’s raising 
are similar it will surely be really helpful for your relationship. 
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There are much more general standards in picking out a mate, particularly if 
you're choosing the individual you wish to spend the rest of your life with and  
grow old together, and a few criteria may be only your personal ones that are 
crucial only for you.  
 
So as long as you understand what you want from a relationship and have a 
clear-cut image of your future mate and the relationship you wish to build you've 
more chance to pick out the one and only correct individual for you. Relationship 
and marriage is about love, support and understanding. It ought to bring you 
pleasure and make you the best individual you are able to be; it ought to be 
pleasant for both of you and be healthy.  
 
And it depends upon you whether you make the correct choice at the very 
beginning or pick out a wrong individual to end up with. You don't need to be 
alike in everything but the more similar traits you have the simpler it will be for 
you to comprehend one another and to construct a happy relationship. With all 
this being stated, there's a famous saying “Opposites attract”. They truly do but 
what the precious differences that attract us so much in one another at the very 
beginning of the relationship may be the very things that are so hard to live with 
and do accept on a day by day basis later on.  
 
So it's up to you to decide what you prefer – a passionate but maybe short 
relationship or a stable and happy one over the years, the relationship where 
you are able to really grow old together…and live happily ever after. 
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Chapter 3: Understand The Rules 
 
Inquire about the dress code if it's not readily evident from the venue. "Business 
casual" is commonly the norm, while a private club or a posh bar will deserve a 
dressier appearance. If you were on a first date with one individual --as opposed 
to several dozen with speed dating --consider what you'd wear to this certain 
setting. 
 
Comprehend the rules of the speed dating procedure. While these will be 
reviewed prior to the beginning of the event, it's crucial to accept that you can't 
initiate any dates or ask for personal contact info during the chat portion of the 
event. Nor may you walk out of a boring conversation before time has been 
called. 
 
Regulations 
Have a closer look at the location of the speed dating event prior to committing 
to an outfit. If the location is casual and laid-back, wear something that would 
be appropriate on a first date to that place. However, if the location is upscale, 
trendy or high-end, make certain to pick out your clothing appropriately. 
 
As well, consider what message you wish to present on a first date - with 10 or 
more individuals. Many individuals will wish to groom themselves attractively 
with something special to center on, without appearing trashy or inappropriate. 
So attempt to wear something unusual that sticks out so that your dates will 
 
remember you as the "one with the nice necklace" instead of the "one with a bit 
much skin exposed". 
 
There are lots of tips for ensuring you get the best speed date possible. A few 
top tips are: 

 To attract one another, men ought to wear blue and women ought to 
wear red. 

 Women ought to wear the scents of vanilla and cinnamon to attract men 

 Men may better their chances by sporting a black licorice scent. 

 Refrain from getting boozed up. 

 Smile. 
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Speed dating almost all of the time is conducted the same way, with a couple of 
variances on the placement of the daters, the time limit and so on. In most cases, 
the women sit and stay seated for the length of the speed-dating event.  
 
Once a bell or other noise sounds, the men each sit across from a female of their 
choice. The couples then have a determined amount of time to converse with 
one another. True to its name, speed dating commonly only allows a few 
minutes per "date," so that everybody in the room is allowed a chance to mingle. 
When the bell sounds once again, the men get up and move to their right to 
begin a fresh "date." 
 
Scoring techniques 
At most speed-dating events, a card and pen will be handed to each of the 
daters. On this card, participants are to score or rate every one of their dates for 
future reference. This is crucial, as you might meet up to 20 individuals in one 
night and might not remember the name of the individual you liked the best.  
 
Scoring ought to be done discreetly between dates while the men are traveling 
around. You might score a date on appearance, conversation and even any sort 
of immediate glint or attraction that you feel towards your date. Simply make 
certain to write down the name of everybody you see to keep your thoughts 
organized. 
 
Encounter Rules 
While a few minutes isn't much time to delve into deep conversation, it 
frequently will yield enough of a 1st impression so that you are able to make a 
judgment on whether or not you and a date will be compatible. All the same, 
there are a few things that are off-limits to discuss while speed dating.  

 The 1st is profession. This is because too frequently a dater will make a  
snap judgment about an individual’s job without getting to know the true 
individual.  

 You likewise are not allowed to discuss where you're from, to rule out 
those who simply want to date somebody from their own area.  

 You may as well not trade or ask for contact information. 
 

The goal of speed dating is to encounter as many individuals as you are able to 
find a match, so discuss interests, or preferred activities, foods or hobbies. 
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On the set aside night, you drive to a local venue, maybe a coffeehouse, pay the 
really reasonable fee (much cheaper than popcorn and a film for 2), and then tell 
the organizer your age range, which may be 20-29, 30-39, or 40 and up.  
 
Every age range is presented a particular time block in the evening in which to 
mingle with the opposite sex. 
 
Then when the named hour comes, the single women are required to disperse 
themselves around the room, one woman per table, and the single gentlemen 
are then expected to go from table to table when presented the go ahead from 
the organizer. You've a few minutes to discuss anything that pops into your head 
with that individual of the opposite sex. 
 
Before the race starts, you're given a piece of paper and instructed to write your 
name, number, and age category at the top. Then you put the name of each guy 
or girl that you meet that night on the lines below. After the conversation, you're 
asked to label every name with either “interested,” “not interested,” or “simply 
friends.” 
 
At the finish of the evening, you're presented a chance to finalize your thoughts 
and turn in the piece of paper to the organizer, who tallies the results over the 
next few of days.  
 
The organizer looks to see if there are any matches. If you pick, suppose, “Joe” 
as the one you're “interested” in on your piece of paper, and Joe checks 
“interested” by your name on his piece of paper, then you have a match. 
 
The speed dating organizer then telephones both parties and provides the  
corresponding numbers. From there, the girl may call the guy, or the guy may  
call the girl. Either way is all right.  
 
Most importantly, be yourself. Which may understandably be hard in a high 
stress situation like a first date, multiplied by however many individuals you're 
meeting in one evening.  
However, being yourself is imperative to speed dating success, particularly if 
you're looking for a long term, committed relationship.  
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Would you wish to meet a bunch of individuals who were putting on a face 
simply to get a different date? Naturally not. So by being as comfy as you are 
able to, you'll be secure in knowing that everybody else you're meeting is seeing 
the true you, and if they wish to meet you once more outside of the speed dating 
event, it's because they're authentically interested.  
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Chapter 4: 1st Impressions 
 
Remember that you never get a 2nd chance to make an amazing 1st impression. 
 
Best Foot Forward 
Have you ever met somebody and walked off with "monstrosity" or "loser" in 
mind? Are you frightened of being that somebody and having other people not 
like or understand you?  
 
Well, let your troubles and fears fade by finding out how to make an awesome 
and lasting first impression on individuals utilizing these awesome following 
steps.  
 
Be positive and outgoing.  
When an individual realizes somebody has those qualities, they find them 
simpler to talk with and much more welcoming. Perhaps if you're in junior high, 
shaking hands might not be the thing to do, but for anybody else, shake hands.  
 
If you're culturally aware that a few groups don't touch the opposite sex, you 
might opt out of shaking hands, but in America, most individuals shake hands. 
 
Suitable posture is crucial.  
Body language may tell somebody a lot about your mood and self-assurance 
level. Slumping is a no-no as it gives the notion of insecurity and defeat. You 
must always stand straight and tall, maybe with a hand on your hip, if you wish 
to convey to somebody that you are a strong, confident, meriting person. 
 
Never be restless.  
Keep your hands to your side or in your lap. Don't bite your fingernails, twist 
your hair or crinkle a napkin in your hand. 
 
Loosen up.  
Posture is really important, but you don't have to look like a robot, either. Sit  
straight, but don't be so inflexible that you'd fall over if pushed. It's like when  
individuals state that an animal may smell your fear; individuals may tell if 
you're uneasy. Simply be yourself. Don't try to impress somebody, let your true 
personality do the work. 
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Smile.  
Particularly when first meeting somebody. It's not essential to show your 
teeth, simply a meaningful grin will do. Be cautious not to transition from a 
smile to a straight face too rapidly, or individuals will sense you're being fake or 
that you do not like them 
 
Create eye contact. 
Remain centered on the individual you're speaking with and surely not on 
anything else to avoid them feeling unvalued and unwanted. Frequently if the 
individual has an eye problem, like an eye that turns in, you're put off by this. 
Rather, center on the individuals nose or mouth. 
 
Dress suitably.  
Always be true and show your unique personality. Whether this includes 
cutting-edge fashion is up to you. You wish to make a first impression about 
yourself, so be yourself. Simply think about your cleavage or skirt length (if 
you're a female), or cleanliness of the clothes. Be witting of your accessories 
and what they'll say about you. 
 
Have some humor.  
Individuals who attempt to be funny are NOT funny. Truly funny individuals are 
just themselves and the humor shows. Don't utilize lame jokes or lines. 
 
Be intriguing.  
Utilize a little common sense when talking. Most ladies aren't going to be 
interested in Tom standing there discussing his last fight in the bar or how 
many beers he can consume. Likewise, most guys aren't going to want to listen 
to stories about precious things your puppy did or how much you love shoes. 
You're attempting to attract the other individual. Intrigue them. Keep them 
interested. 
 
Center of getting the individual to discuss himself or herself. "So, what do you 
love to do in your downtime?" A nice comment about appearance is likewise 
appropriate -- that's a lovely color for you. 
 
Discover your connection. 
 You are able to ask how the other person knows about the dating session and  
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explore that topic a bit. 
 
If your teeth are unrepaired, find a way to get them back into shape. 
Bad teeth are a put off. You may wish to even get a 2nd job to finance dental 
repairs -- bad teeth truly are a turn off. 
 
Go light on the perfume or cologne.  
This is self-explanatory. Remember the noted saying "a little bit goes a long 
way" instead of "too much is never enough". You might like the scent you're 
wearing; all the same, it may easily offend other people or cause a reaction to 
their allergies, if applicable. In that regard, it's likely better to wear none at all 
or, if you must, then spray it into a distance and wait a couple of seconds 
before walking through the sprayed area. 
 
Utilize great hygiene.  
This is super crucial. This might seem excessively basic, but always shower daily 
and wear clean, fresh clothes. Likewise, equally crucial, you ought to brush 
your teeth twice daily and make sure to wear deodorant and/or antiperspirant 
if required, particularly if you're meeting somebody who's likely to make you 
nervous. 
 
Conclude on a great note. 
Keep them needing more. Show that you had a truly great time and would like  
to see them again if you wish to. Individuals not only wish to have a good time, 
but they wish to know that you did too. They want that reassurance. 
 
 
Be yourself.  
Don't make believe to be somebody you're not, or you're stuck with that label 
forever. 
 
Remember the name of the individuals you meet.  
When introduced, use the person's name: "It's so nice to meet, you Bill." If the 
name is unusual, you may even ask them to spell their name, "As a way to help 
me remember you." 
 
Create a conversation about something suitable in the situation. 
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